Abstract
Introduction
Image inpainting is a term used in art to denote the modification of images in a non-detectable way for an observer who doesn't know the original image [1] . Image inpainting has been widely investigated in the applications of digital effect (object removal) image restoration (e.g. scratch or text removal in photograph), image coding and transmission (e.g., recovery of the missing blocks), etc. Although image inpainting technique is very useful, the inpainting task is far from being a trivial accomplishment. It is still a challenging problem in computer graphics and computer vision.
Image inpainting has attracted a considerable amount of researches in recent years. Roughly speaking, existing image inpainting approaches can be divided into two categories-partial differential equation (PDE) based method and exemplar-based method. In The first category, the most fundamental inpainting approach is the diffusion based approach [1] [2] [3] , in which the missing region is filled by diffusing the image information from the known region into the missing region at the pixel level. Oliveira proposed fast inpainting method which repeatedly convolves a simple 3 × 3 filter over the missing regions to diffuse known image information to the missing pixels [2] . Chan and Shen [3] proposed a variational framework based on total variation (TV) to recover the missing information. A joint interpolation of isophote directions and gray-levels was also designed to incorporate the principle of continuity in a variational framework [4] . Recently, image statistics learned from the natural images are applied to the task of image inpainting [5] . The PDE based inpainting algorithms have achieved convincingly excellent results for filling the non-textured or relatively smaller missing region. However, they tend to introduce blurry effect in the textured region or larger missing region.
The second category of approaches is the exemplar-based inpainting algorithm, which tries to fill the missing regions by copying content from the existing part of the image. The exemplar-based method starts with the seminal work of Efros and Leung in [6] . Up to now, in the most famous exemplar-based inpainting method proposed by Criminisi et al. [7] , the inpainting order is determined by the structure information of the image. Their insight is that the source region should be propagated along linear isophotes first, thus making the inpainting reasonable regardless of the boundary shape of the inpainting region. Ignácio et al. propose an improved exemplar-based inpainting approach based on the Criminisi's method [8] . However, a major drawback of the exemplar-based approaches stems from their greedy way of filling the image, which can often lead to visual inconsistencies. To overcome this deficiency, more exemplar-based inpainting algorithms [9] [10] were also proposed for image completion. Compared with the diffusion-based inpainting algorithm, the exemplar-based inpainting algorithms have performed plausible results for inpainting the large missing region but with more processing time.
Sparse representations of signal have drawn considerable interests in recent years [11] [12] 17] and it is also introduced to the inpainting problem [13] . These approaches can fill in the region with composite textures and structures, especially in the application of missing block completion. However, different with the exemplar-based methods, the existed sparse representation inpainting based on predefined dictionaries do not utilize the known information of the input image. This will lead to some unexpected defect the inpainting result. It may fail to recover structure or introduce smooth effect when filling large missing region.
In this paper, we propose a effective hybrid inpainting method to recover images which contain small size textural missing image. The proposed method firstly use a texture distribution analysis algorithm divide the missing area into homogeneous part and inhomogeneous part. Then use PDE based inpainting method and sparse representation inpainting method restore the missing area according to the result of texture distribution analysis. Our method is able to avoid the visual defect during the image inpainting process. The inpainting result provides more precise texture information than the SR inpainting using predefine dictionary. Moreover, we design a texture distribution analysis algorithm to combine fast inpainting method and the SR inpainting method to take the complement between the fast inpainting and sparse representation approach. Therefore, our inpainting method not only can process the textural missing in small missing are but also more effective than exemplar-based method.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the sparse representation theory is briefly introduced and source image dictionary for sparse representation inpainting is presented. In Section 3 we describe the proposed hybrid inpainting algorithm. The experimental results are presented in Section 4. Finally, the conclusion is provided in Section 5.
Sparse Representation Inpainting using Source Image Dictionary
Sparse representation is based on the assumption that natural signals can be represented or approximately represented as a linear combination of a "few" atoms from dictionary [11] . Sparse representation use an overcomplete dictionary matrix R The above optimization problem is a NP-hard problem and can only be solved by testing all the potential combinations of columns systematically. Thus, approximate solutions are considered instead. There are at least three major classes of computational techniques for solving sparse approximation problems of equation (1). 1) Greedy pursuit. Iteratively refine a sparse solution by successively identifying one or more components that yield the greatest improvement in quality [12] .
2) Convex relaxation. Replace the combinatorial problem with a convex optimization problem. Solve the convex program with algorithms that exploit the problem structure [15] . 
SR inpainting based on Source Image Dictionary
An overcomplete dictionary contains prototype signal-atoms, signals are described by sparse linear combinations of these atoms. An overcomplete dictionary D can either be chosen as a predefined (such as wavelets) or learned (e.g., by the K-SVD algorithm [11] ). A predefined dictionary is chosen because it leads to fast algorithms for the evaluation of the sparse representation in many cases. The learned dictionary performs better than a predefined dictionary such as the non-decimated Haar or overcomplete DCT dictionary.
However, sparse representation inpainting using learned dictionary would require too much computational time to training the overcomplete dictionary for image inpainting. As described in [13] the K-SVD dictionary learned from a large dataset of nature images. Michael Elad et al. trained dictionaries for image inpainting on several hundred-thousands of patches taken from a natural image database. Then, K-SVD algorithm trained dictionary with hundreds times of iterations to obtain the final overcomplete dictionary and the inpainting results as shown in Fig.1 (c) .
In this paper, we consider a different route for designing dictionaries based on the target image, which we called the source image dictionary. In order to produce the source image dictionary, we use an n n  overlapping sliding window which samples the image region into patches. In order to facilitate analysis, patch with size n n  is simplified to a one-dimensional 2 1 n  vector. Those vectors which contain missing pixels are discarded. Therefore the atom of source image dictionary is a dataset of vectors with size 2 n , which consists of clean and hole-free image patches. In many cases, compared to K-SVD dictionary, the source image dictionary needs less memory, and several orders of magnitude faster. As shown in Fig.1 (d) , the results of sparse representation inpainting with a source image dictionary are better than predefined dictionary ( Fig.1 (b) ) and comparable with learned dictionary (Fig.1 (c) ). 
The Hybrid Image Inpainting Method
From the previous section, we can see that there are strong complementarities between fast inpainting and SR inpainting. So, the proposed inpainting algorithm using texture distribution analysis separates missing area into inhomogeneous and homogeneous textures, and then separate different methods to process them. The proposed hybrid inpainting method, shown in Fig. 3 , is described as follows.
Complementarities of Fast Inpainting and Sparse Representation Inpainting
In fact, each inpainting algorithm has its own advantages and disadvantages, and different approaches work better for different parts. Oliveira's fast inpainting approach occupies the fastest speed among the existing methods, and achieves impressive performance in the smooth region. However, the method uses a diffusion process involving repeated convolution with small isotropic smoothing kernel of size 3×3. This approach has no provisions for preserving the isophotes' directions, so that high-gradient image areas such as boundary and texture will be blurred. While the SR inpainting approach can reconstruct the texture and contour parts simultaneous, it performs worse than fast inpainting in the smooth area.
The experimental verifications of complementarities between fast inpainting and SR inpainting are given in Fig.3 . The images 'Barbara' (Fig.2 (a) ) are inpainted using fast inpainting and sparse representation inpainting method respectively. Fast inpainting method brings blurring effect in the edge part of image 'Barbara', such as the door and the desk (Fig.2 (b) ). SR inpainting method reconstructs some noise on the Barbara's right arm (Fig.2 (c) ). 
Hybrid inpainting method.
From the previous section, we can see that there are strong complementarities between fast inpainting and SR inpainting. So, the proposed inpainting algorithm using texture distribution analysis separates missing area into inhomogeneous and homogeneous textures, and then separate different methods to process them. The proposed hybrid inpainting method, shown in Fig. 3 , is described as follows. 
1） Texture distribution analysis
In the proposed method, the texture distribution analysis is used to determine the texture characteristic of missing pixels. We adopt a square block to calculate texture characteristic value ( ) V i for every missing pixel. The texture characteristic value of missing pixel p is computed through a square block which contains the surrounding existed pixels. The characteristic value ( ) V i is determined by sum of standard deviations (SSD) of valid pixels.
N is the number of valid pixels in the block, i G denotes the value of pixel i, and G is the average of valid pixels. We must note that the proposed method is designed for small missing region images. If the missing area is too large, the central part of the missing area can not calculate the texture characteristic value. Hence, the texture characteristic value of central missing area will be calculated using the average of non-zero texture characteristic values of adjacent pixels instead.
2） Missing region Classification Map
After analysis of surrounding texture distribution, each pixel of the missing region is marked by the characteristic value to obtain a texture classification map. OTSU [14] adaptive threshold selection method is introduced to produce an adaptive threshold of the texture classification map. The pixels whose characteristic value is larger than the threshold are defined as inhomogeneous texture regions and other pixels are classified as homogeneous texture regions. Therefore, the texture distribution analysis will generate a texture classification map. Original images are shown in Fig.4 (a) and the corresponding texture classification maps are shown in Fig.4 (b) . The proposed method inpaints the missing region using the fast inpainting method and sparse representation approach according to the classification map. As shown in Fig.4 , the missing region is divided into two parts, homogeneous area and Inhomogeneous area. Then we fill the two missing regions respectively, just like inpainting two images. The fast inpainting algorithm is used in the region belongs to smooth area (white area in Fig.4 (b) ). The sparse representation inpainting method is applied in the remaining part of missing region, which include boundary and texture information (gray area in Fig.4 (b) ). 
Experiments and discussion
In this section, we test the proposed hybrid inpainting algorithm on small size textural missing image. The proposed method is implemented on Matlab 7.0, and experiments are performed on a PC with an AMD Sempron 1.83 GHz CPU with 1GB RAM running Windows XP. The test images are collected from the research website: http://www.math.ucla.edu/~imagers/htmls/inp.html, and these test images are widely used in other inpainting literatures such as [1-4 and 7] .
The proposed method has one parameter: the size of block to calculate texture characteristic N. The parameter N is associated with the size of missing region. In our experiment, we apply the proposed algorithm to the applications of scratch, text removal. To ensure every pixel has texture characteristic value, N should be larger than the width of the missing region. However, when the size of block is increasing, the pixels in missing region are more easily determined as texture. Table 2 shows the relationship between the missing pixels classification rate and the size of block. As can be seen, the texture distribution analysis algorithm has the best classification rate for N=17×17. We can see from Table. 2, when N is larger than 23×23 pixels, most of the pixels are determined as texture. Afterwards, we compare the proposed method with other well-known inpainting algorithm such as:
Fast inpainting [2] , CDD method [4] and Criminisi's method [7] . The source image 'Barbara' and the inpainting results of different methods are shown in Fig. 5 . We magnify two selected regions from The zoomed inpainting results in Fig.6 show that, the hybrid inpainting performs best among those inpainting methods. It is easy to see from Fig.5 that the result of the hybrid inpainting method not only preserve more edge information than the result of Fast inpainting method, CDD method and Criminisi's method by comparing Fig.6(a)-(d) , but also reconstruct the texture of trousers well by comparing Fig.6(e)-(h) .
Then the proposed algorithm was applied to image 'New Orleans', where we wanted to remove the text on the picture. The mask of the text was manually plotted. Various results are shown in Fig.7 (b) -(e).The main differences among these results are easily to be seen from the area in the vicinity of the coachman's hat. The inpainted images by our proposed algorithm are achieved with better sharpness of edges in the reconstruction. Table 2 reports the processing time of different inpainting methods on image 'Barbara', 'Lincoln' and 'New Orleans'. As can be seen, the speed of the proposed method is much faster than Criminisi's inpainting method and CDD inpainting method, but slower than the fast inpainting approach. It is because the proposed method is a combination of fast inpainting method and SR inpainting method. The fast inpainting method is superior in time consuming, but it only works in the smooth area. By
